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Abstract. Temporally annotated corpora about historic events can be
crucial to digital humanities research: they allow to extract and date
events as well as reactions to them, and to construct timelines of events
and of language use, among other applications. However, producing a
precise corpus of a particular event in history is very challenging due to
the lack of noise-free digitalized data. This paper introduces RussianFlu-
DE, a temporally annotated corpus of 639 articles extracted from noisy
OCR text of newspaper issues in German. All articles are about the
Russian flu epidemic that took place during 1889–1893. We describe
the development of RussianFlu-DE, including methods to clean differ-
ent types of noise in the OCR text, and our tool for extracting Russian
flu related articles. In addition, the task of temporal annotation using
the TIMEX2 schema is discussed and the characteristics of the corpus
compared to other corpora are presented. To show how our contribu-
tion supports epidemiology, we present some preliminary yet interesting
results obtained from analyzing the articles in RussianFlu-DE. The cor-
pus and associated tools for exploration are publicly available.

Keywords: Corpus in German · Russian flu epidemic · TIMEX2 · Tem-
poral annotation

1 Introduction

Analyzing past events such as wars or epidemic diseases has received significant
attention as knowledge obtained from such events paves the way for solving
current or future similar issues. This is especially important for epidemiology
due to many infectious diseases being discovered every year in many parts of
the world. By analyzing historical accounts of earlier epidemics researchers can
find useful insights into, for example, disease transmission methods, development
stages, and community vulnerability factors. Such knowledge helps authorities
prepare effective interventions, e.g., closing churches, schools, and public events,
controlling methods of transport, or requiring masks to be worn in certain places
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for reducing risks from a particular infectious disease [1,2]. However, studying
any epidemic happening in the past always faces a difficult challenge because
reliable datasets to conduct analysis are only rarely found. One of the main
reasons is that creating a corpus of a particular epidemic event requires a lot of
effort, from identifying data sources to extracting appropriate content. It is even
more challenging when dealing with events that happened pre-digitization due
to the lack of data and the noisy nature of the content found. Because of this,
research studies on historical epidemic events are typically carried out based on
documents manually collected from various repositories, with size, coverage and
representativeness limited by the large amount of human effort required [3–5].

Our first goal in this work is therefore to target a historical epidemic event
and create a reliable corpus for it as a main contribution for others to use.
Specifically, the largest nineteenth-century epidemic of influenza, called “the
Russian flu epidemic” is of our interest. The epidemic reached Europe from the
East in November and December of 1889 and spread over the whole globe in the
space of a few months. It was one of the first epidemics of influenza that occurred
during the period of the rapid development of bacteriology. In addition, it was the
first epidemic that was publicly and intensively narrated in the developing daily
press, especially those published in German located in Germany and Austria [6].
However, as stated in [1], very limited information about the epidemiology of
this influenza has been found in materials published in English. Motivated by
these observations and by the fact that no epidemic corpus in German has been
publicly available so far, we create RussianFlu-DE corpus1, which contains 639
German news articles (stories) extracted from noisy OCR text of newspapers
published during 1889–1893.

In addition, reliable extraction of interesting knowledge regarding epidemi-
ology from a text corpus often needs to refer to the time at which reported
events take place. Temporal information supports the development of techniques
for timeline creation and tracking the progress of events over geographic areas.
Apart from these epidemiological applications, temporal information plays an
important role in many natural language processing and understanding tasks.
Therefore, the extraction and normalization of temporal expressions from doc-
uments are crucial preprocessing steps in these research areas. An important
application is to evaluate the quality of temporal taggers. Thus, as a second
contribution, we provide a temporally annotated version of the corpus using
the TIMEX2 annotation schema [7]. Finally, to show examples of how useful
RussianFlu-DE is for epidemiology, we present some preliminary yet interesting
results obtained from analyzing the corpus.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the
related work for this paper. In Sect. 3, we detail our tasks to produce RussianFlu-
DE. Section 4 describes the methods used to annotate temporal expressions in
the corpus. We then present in Sect. 5 some exploratory results obtained from
the corpus before concluding the paper in Sect. 6.

1 RussianFlu-DE is accessible on our project website: http://russianfluweb.l3s.
uni-hannover.de.

http://russianfluweb.l3s.uni-hannover.de
http://russianfluweb.l3s.uni-hannover.de
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2 Related Work

In this section, we first discuss recent studies on the Russian flu epidemic and
then present relevant work for the creation of a temporally annotated corpus.

Studies on the Russian flu epidemic. As mentioned in the previous section,
there is limited information about the epidemiology of the Russian flu epidemic
1889–1893. In [6], the authors conducted an analysis to examine the impact of the
epidemic in 14 cities in Europe. Their results showed that the epidemic spread
quickly from Saint Petersburg, Russia, to other parts of Europe with a speed of
around 400 km/week and reached the American continent only 70 days after the
original peak in Saint Petersburg. In addition, some detailed information about
case fatality ratio and the median basic reproduction was also given. However,
their work was based on reports of only two local daily newspapers in Poznań,
Poland, which implies some uncertainty due to the lack of data coverage. Valleron
et al. [8] presented a case study on the transmissibility and geographic spread of
the Russian flu. A similar approach was followed by Valtat et al. [1] to examine
the age distribution of the affected people and the mortality rate of this flu event.
In a recent study, Ewing et al. [9] collected contemporary reports and explored
a digital humanities approach to interpret information dissemination regarding
this epidemic. The limitations common to all these studies are the heterogeneity
and lack of coverage of data used.

Development of temporally annotated corpora. Since the last decade,
there has been significant effort in the area of temporal annotation of text docu-
ments. Annotation standards such as TIDES TIMEX2 [7] and TimeML [10] were
defined and temporal taggers e.g., DANTE [11] and HeidelTime [12], were devel-
oped. Furthermore, research challenges such as the Automatic Content Extrac-
tion (ACE) time expression and normalization (TERN) were organized where
temporal taggers were evaluated. In 2010, temporal tagging was one task in the
TempEval-2 challenge [13]. However, the research focus was mainly on English
documents. A few temporally annotated corpora have been published, e.g., ACE
EN Train corpora2, TimeBank [14], TempEval EN [13], and WikiWars [11]. Only
recently, a German WikiWars corpus consisting of Wikipedia articles in German
about famous wars in history was developed [15]. Nevertheless, no historical
epidemic corpus is available so far.

3 Corpus Creation

In this section, we detail the corpus creation tasks. In Sect. 3.1 we describe our
methods for collecting and cleaning data. A tool for extracting Russian flu related
stories from OCR text is then introduced in Sect. 3.2.

2 See corpora LDC2005T07 and LDC2006T06 on http://www.ldc.upenn.edu.

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu
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3.1 Data Collection and Noise Reduction

Data used in this work was collected from the Austrian Newspapers Online
(ANNO)3 repository. ANNO contains almost all issues from many newspapers
in Austria and Germany during the time the Russian flu epidemic took place.
The data are accessible, both in scanned PDF and OCR formats. These are
appropriate for our goal in terms of extracting Russian flu related stories from
noisy OCR text and checking against the scanned PDF content for validity.
To establish the data collection, the keywords listed in Table 1 were used to
search the ANNO repository4. The search query was constrained to the time
interval from 1889 to 1893. Empirically, these keywords are likely to appear in
texts talking about diseases in general and about the Russian flu epidemic in
particular, therefore resulting in a high recall collection. After preprocessing the
search results we obtained 4,806 issues, which become the candidates to extract
stories about the Russian flu. ANNO search always returns a whole issue of a
newspaper and fully automatic extraction of individual stories is not possible.

Table 1. Keywords used to collect newspaper issues containing stories about the
influenza epidemic. We aimed for high recall.

ID Keyword Variation ID Keyword Variation

1 Influenza Jnfluenza, Jnsolvenza 4 Grippe

2 Epidemie 5 erkrankt ertrankt

3 Influenza-Epidemie Influenzaepidemie 6 Pathologie

Due to the low quality of the scanned images of newspaper issues, a lot of
noise is present in the corresponding OCR texts. A very frequent type of error is
the so-called antistring, where the OCR output of a sequence of words consists of
individual characters with spaces inbetween. For example, Fig. 1 shows a scanned
image of three short messages about the Russian flu in London, Prague, and
Munich, which was published on December 14, 1889 by Die Presse, and the
corresponding OCR text. We can observe that a string “I f l u e n z a i n P r a
g n o c h n i c h t” was produced instead of five words “Influenza in Prag noch
nicht”. Besides, several misrecognized words exist in the OCR text.

Our goal was to correct OCR errors but at the same time keep the lan-
guage as it was so that the derived corpus pertains its historical perspective.
As modern German is rather different in writing and usage of many words due
to language evolution, text normalization models that were trained on modern
German datasets could not be applied [16]. To cope with these issues, we
adopted a snapshot of the Google-2-gram dataset for German5 from 1885 to 1895.
3 The Austrian National Library: http://anno.onb.ac.at.
4 Some misspelt variations of keywords were used due to possible OCR errors.
5 The Google-2-gram dataset is publicly available at: http://storage.googleapis.com/

books/ngrams/books/datasetsv2.html.

http://anno.onb.ac.at
http://storage.googleapis.com/books/ngrams/books/datasetsv2.html
http://storage.googleapis.com/books/ngrams/books/datasetsv2.html
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Fig. 1. An image of three short messages about the Russian flu in an issue published
on December 14, 1889, by Die Presse and the corresponding recognized OCR text.

We used the dataset to train a bigram-based model for word segmentation (to
recover words from antistrings), and for spell checking (to correct misrecognized
words).

We applied our model to the 639 Russian flu stories in our corpus (see Sect. 3.2
for details on story extraction). Updates were done for 5,121 antistrings and
79,114 misrecognized words. The final corpus contains over 453,000 words. To
validate our noise correction, two German native speakers proofread a random
sample of 11 stories in our corpus before and after correction and identified
word errors. The word error rate (WER) over all 11 texts before correction was
around 18.9%, reduced to 5.5% after correction. Although our proofreaders also
found some errors introduced by our model, the quality of the text has greatly
improved. Table 2 shows details per story.

3.2 Tool for Extracting Russian Flu Stories

Text block classification. Manually reading thousands of newspaper issues to
extract relevant stories about the Russian flu is too time consuming. In addition,
a difficult challenge when extracting complete stories is that recognized OCR
text blocks are very often not aligned in the same order as they were in the
original image of an issue. Our approach was to automatically pre-classify OCR
text blocks to identify the ones that are more likely to be part of flu-related
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Table 2. Sample results of noise cleaning process. B and A prefixed columns indicate
the numbers obtained before and after running our noise cleaning model, respectively.

ID Filename B-Errors B-Words B-WER A-Errors A-Words A-WER

01 apr18891206.story.1 80 567 14.1% 20 573 3.4%

02 apr18891209.story.1 135 820 16.4% 50 815 6.1%

03 apr18891210.story.1 101 460 21.9% 24 403 5.9%

04 apr18891210.story.2 102 539 18.9% 33 528 6.2%

05 apr18891211.story.1 36 253 14.2% 6 236 2.5%

06 apr18891211.story.2 93 541 17.1% 30 553 5.4%

07 apr18891211.story.3 114 721 15.8% 22 721 3.0%

08 apr18891212.story.1 118 653 18.0% 31 637 4.8%

09 apr18891214.story.1 94 446 21.0% 36 443 8.1%

10 apr18891214.story.2 21 119 17.6% 6 105 5.7%

11 apr18891215.story.1 239 717 33.3% 66 726 9.0%

Average 103 531 18.9% 30 521 5.5%

stories. For this, we adopted the KL-divergence based technique developed by
Schneider [17] to build a classifier. We manually extracted and labeled 245 OCR
text paragraphs, which were then used to train the model and obtained a recall
of 81.5% and a precision of 68.6% when cross-validating on the training set. The
output of the classifier can be used to help annotators start working on an issue
by looking at suggested text blocks first, from which they then select paragraphs
that are part of the same story.

Extraction tool. We implemented a Web-based tool for annotators to
help build our RussianFlu-DE corpus collaboratively. The high-recall classifier
described above is an underlying component of the tool that suggests to the anno-
tators to navigate to the text paragraphs that are probably part of a Russian
flu story. The main GUI of our tool is shown in Fig. 2. As an important compo-
nent for the annotator, the bottom-left area displays information on text blocks
derived from classifier output and the annotator’s recent decisions (e.g., which
text blocks were selected to complete an article). For more convenience, one just
needs to click on an entry in this list to navigate to the corresponding content
that is shown afterwards in the area on the right6.

Four students worked through all 18,768 classifier-suggested text blocks of
all 4,806 newspaper issues returned by the original ANNO keyword search to
identify Russian-flu related stories in those blocks and surrounding blocks. The
extracted 657 stories were subsequently additionally verified by another two
native-speaker annotators resulting in a final 639 Russian flu stories from 42
newspapers, identified with 85.7% agreement between annotators (i.e., 18 stories

6 Detailed guidelines for the tool are available on: http://russianfluweb.l3s.
uni-hannover.de.

http://russianfluweb.l3s.uni-hannover.de
http://russianfluweb.l3s.uni-hannover.de
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Fig. 2. Main GUI of our tool for extracting newspaper articles about the Russian flu
from OCR text.

Table 3. List of 20 newspapers from which most of the articles about Russian flu in
our corpus were extracted.

ID Newspaper Stories ID Newspaper Sto.

01 Die Presse 72 11 Linzer Volksblatt 24

02 Neue Freie Presse 56 12 Bludenzer Anzeiger 20

03 (Linzer) Tages-Post 54 13 Vorarlberger Landes-Zeitung 17

04 Bregenzer/Vorarlberger Tagblatt 50 14 Mährisches Tagblatt 16

05 Deutsches Volksblatt 43 15 Prager Abendblatt 15

06 Wiener Zeitung 40 16 Salzburger Chronik 11

07 (Neuigkeits) Welt Blatt 38 17 Badener Bezirks-Blatt 9

08 Das Vaterland 34 18 Neue Warte am Inn 9

09 Prager Tagblatt 33 19 Volksblatt für Stadt und Land 8

10 Bukowinaer Rundschau 25 20 Teplitz-Schönauer Anzeiger 6

were removed, 548 in common, 91 in partial agreement). Table 3 shows a list of 20
newspapers from which most of the articles in the corpus were extracted. Each
article was then converted into an SGML file, the format of the ACE TERN
corpora containing DOC, DOCID, DOCTYPE, DATETIME, and TEXT tags.
The document creation time was set to the publication date. The format complies
with widely used tools for temporal annotation tasks, which we address in the
next section.

4 Temporal Annotation

This section describes our work to produce a temporally annotated version of
RussianFlu-DE. We first give an overview over the TIMEX2 schema (Sect. 4.1),
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which we used for annotating temporal expressions. We also explain our
two-stage strategy for annotating the corpus. Then, in Sect. 4.2, we present some
statistics computed on RussianFlu-DE compared to other corpora.

4.1 TIMEX2 Schema and Annotation Strategy

For the annotation of temporal expressions, we followed the authors of the Wiki-
Wars corpus [11]. Particularly, we used TIMEX2 as annotation schema to anno-
tate the temporal expressions in our corpus. The TIMEX2 annotation guide-
lines [7] describe how to determine the extents of temporal expressions and their
normalizations. Note that, in addition to date and time expressions, such as
“December 10, 1889” and “9:30 p.m.”, temporal expressions describing dura-
tions and sets are to be annotated as well [15]. Examples for expressions of the
types duration and set are “24 months” and “daily”, respectively. The normal-
ization of temporal expressions is based on the ISO 8601 standard for temporal
information. In particular, the following five attributes can be used to normalize
a temporal expression: VAL (value), MOD (modifier), SET (set identification),
ANCHOR VAL (anchor value), and ANCHOR DIR (anchor direction).

The most important attribute of a TIMEX2 annotation is VAL, which holds
the normalized value of a temporal expression. Table 4 gives values of VAL for
the four examples described above. The SET attribute is used to identify set
expressions. In addition, the modifier MOD is used to provide additional speci-
fications not captured by VAL. For instance, for expressions such as “the end of
December”, MOD is set to END. Finally, ANCHOR VAL and ANCHOR DIR
are used to anchor a duration to a specific date, using the value information of
the date and specifying whether the duration starts or ends on this date.

Table 4. Normalized values (VAL) of temporal expressions of different types. We here
assume that 9:30.p.m in the second example refers to 9:30.p.m on December 10, 1889.

Temporal expression VAL attribute Temporal expression VAL attribute

December 10, 1889 1889-12-10 24 months P24M

9:30.p.m 1889-12-10T21:30 daily XXXX-XX-XX

Similar to Strötgen et al. [15,18], we used the Heideltime temporal tagger [12]
as a first-pass annotation tool. HeidelTime is a multilingual, rule-based tem-
poral tagger that was developed to have strict separation between the source
code and the resources (rules, extraction patterns, normalization information).
Because of this, HeidelTime supports several languages [12,13]. The output of
HeidelTime was then imported to the annotation tool Callisto7 for manual cor-
rection of the annotations. As in [11,15], this two-stage annotation procedure is

7 http://callisto.mitre.org.

http://callisto.mitre.org
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motivated by the fact that “annotator blindness”, i.e., annotators missing tem-
poral expressions, is reduced to a minimum. Furthermore, the annotation effort
is reduced significantly since the annotator does not have to create TIMEX2
tags for the expressions already identified by the tagger. At the second stage
of annotation, the stories were examined for temporal expressions missed by
HeidelTime and existing HeidelTime annotations were manually corrected. This
task was performed by two rounds of 2 annotators, who each worked separately
on half the collection. Overall, relative to the final 7,492 temporal annotations,
the annotators contributed 4.4% new temporal annotations and corrected 7.9%
of HeidelTime annotations (see Table 5).

Table 5. Updates made by annotators in two rounds on the result of the HeidelTime
temporal tagger. The percentage is relative to the final result.

First round of annotators Second round of annotators

Extraction Normalization Extraction Normalization

311 (added) 561 (edited) 16 (added) 31 (edited)

4.2% 7.5% 0.2% 0.4%

Finally, the annotated files, which contain inline annotations, were trans-
formed into the ACE APF XML format, a stand-off markup format used by the
ACE evaluations. Thus, the RussianFlu-DE corpus is available in the same two
formats as the WikiWars and WikiWarsDE corpora. Therefore, evaluation tools
of the ACE TERN evaluations can be used with our corpus as well.

4.2 Corpus Statistics

In this section, we present some statistics regarding the length of stories and
the number of temporal expressions in our RussianFlu-DE corpus compared to
other corpora.

The RussianFlu-DE corpus contains 639 stories related to the Russian flu
with a total of more than 453,000 tokens and 7,492 temporal expressions. In
Table 6, we compare our corpus to other publicly available, temporally tagged
corpora. While ACE 04 EN Train remains the largest corpus in terms of number
of documents, RussianFlu-DE is the largest one regarding the number of tokens.
Except for the two WikiWars copora that naturally have long narrative docu-
ments, RussianFlu-DE has significantly longer documents compared to others.
RussianFlu-DE contains around 7,500 temporal expressions. Thus, the corpus is
second only to the ACE 04 EN Train corpus. The density of temporal expressions
indicated by Tokens/TIMEX in RussianFlu-DE is similar to the other corpora
except for the two WikiWars corpora and the ACE 04 EN Train corpus. Finally,
RussianFlu-DE contains 11.7 temporal expressions per document on average,
which is slightly higher than the others except for the two WikiWars corpora
that have an order of magnitude more temporal expressions per document.
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Table 6. Statistics computed on the RussianFlu-DE corpus in comparison to other
publicly available corpora.

ID Corpus Docs Tokens Tokens TIMEX Tokens TIMEX

Doc TIMEX Doc

1 ACE 04 EN Train 863 306,463 355.1 8,938 34.3 10.4

2 ACE 05 EN Train 599 318,785 532.1 5,469 58.3 9.1

3 TimeBank 1.2 183 78,444 428.6 1,414 55.5 7.7

4 TempEval2 EN Train 162 53,450 329.9 1,052 50.8 6.5

5 TempEval2 EN Eval 9 4,849 538.7 81 59.9 9.0

6 WikiWars 22 119,468 5,430.3 2,671 44.7 121.4

7 WikiWarsDE 22 95,604 4,345.6 2,240 42.7 101.8

8 RussianFlu-DE 639 453,288 709.3 7,492 60.5 11.7

5 Preliminary Exploratory Results

In addition to the RussianFlu-DE corpus, we developed associate tools and made
them available so that research communities can use them to query for infor-
mation and conduct explorative studies based on the corpus. We present in this
section some functionalites of our tools and preliminary yet interesting results.

The corpus timeline provides statistics on the number of stories in the corpus
across time and news outlet. In addition, it provides an interactive visualization

Fig. 3. Press attention on the Russian flu and topic changes over time.
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Fig. 4. A pattern of frequent collocations extracted from RussianFlu-DE corpus.

from shallow semantic analysis, such as word usage and word collocations over
time. As an example shown in Fig. 3, during the peak time in late December 1889
and January 1890, extensive news about the influenza was published. Newspa-
pers were trying to narrate the outbreak as fast as possible. Words that appear
significantly in the stories include influenza, epidemic, krankheit (disease), and
erkrankt (sick). A short time after this peak period, i.e., in February and March
1890, fewer reports were published about the outbreak of the flu and communi-
ties started discussing its treatment more. Names of doctors appear in the news
(e.g., Leyden, Proust) together with words describing symptoms such as fieber
(fever), kopfschmerzen (headache), and appetitlosigkeit (anorexia).

Fig. 5. High correlation between the frequencies of influenza and erkrankt, and the
peak time of the flu in London.
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Rather than such an overall view, by exploring word collocations in the whole
corpus, one can find even more interesting information. For example, Fig. 4 shows
a frequent pattern of word collocation describing the influenza. This pattern
actually provides useful insights, both on how the media narrates the flu and
the flu itself. The words heute (today) and gestern (yesterday) indicate that news
about the flu was updated every day; and the word jänner (January) implies
that the flu outbreaks happened during winter.

Figure 5 presents the co-occurrences of three words influenza, erkrankt, and
london over time. It shows a strong correlation between the occurrence frequen-
cies of influenza and erkrankt. In addition, one can observe that the peak time
of the flu in London was from late December 1889 to early January 1890 as
indicated in [4,19]. This suggests that the temporal distribution of terms can
give us more insights into the geographical spread of the epidemic.

6 Conclusions

We have described RussianFlu-DE, a corpus of German articles about the
Russian flu of 1889–1893. After discussing the methods for data collection and
cleaning, we introduced our tool for extracting relevant articles from OCR text.
In addition, a temporally annotated version of the corpus was produced. We fur-
ther presented some interesting insights that we achieved from analyzing arti-
cles in the corpus. In future, we will (i) extend the corpus with articles from
German-language newspapers published in countries other than Austria, (ii) use
our temporal corpus annotation for information extraction (such as number of
deaths) and (iii) investigate information spread as well as sentiment towards
events by aligning articles on the same events from different newspapers.
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